Improving Opportunity Through Education

4 CORE AREAS

FOR IMPROVEMENT
LITERACY
The Hastings Opportunity Area is an ambitious programme with an
overarching ambition of ensuring that all children and young people
in Hastings have the key foundations in literacy and maths to be
successful. Also, that teachers and academics visit Hastings to observe
the excellent teaching practice in these subjects, that mental health
and resilience are talked about openly and everyone can access
support if they need it, and that children and young people have the
wider life skills that are essential for future study and employment.
The programme is funded and led by the Department of Education,
working through a local team to ensure effective delivery in Hastings. It
is part of a national initiative across 12 areas that have been identified
as being ‘social mobility cold spots’- areas where social mobility and
aspiration are low - to drive improved outcomes for children and young
people, through focused interventions developed and delivered in
partnership with local schools and services.
The work is overseen by a local Partnership Board, chaired by Richard
Meddings, which meets monthly and which has developed an
overarching plan to achieve our shared ambition – that children and
young people living in Hastings will be equipped with the essential
foundations they need to achieve their potential and be successful in
the world.
The programme aims to benefit all children, young people and
families in Hastings, but will be targeted with greater intensity and
scale at those children and young people experiencing poverty or
disadvantage.

MATHS

MENTAL
HEALTH

BROADENING
HORIZONS

ATTENDANCE
TEACHER RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
Since 2018, we have been working in partnership with schools, colleges,
nurseries, businesses, service providers and the local community to fund and
run over a range of projects that are focused on these key areas.

While clearly Hastings is facing severe challenges,
particularly for those children from disadvantaged
backgrounds, we now have a unique opportunity to
turn these fortunes around. Our ethos has been to work
collaboratively with the town’s extraordinary schools, local
organisations and individuals so that we can move forward
together and effect long-lasting change. By 20/21, our
objective is for Hastings to be an exciting place to teach and
learn with pupils in the top half for Maths & Literacy, mental
health services de-stigmatize and embedded in all schools,
attendance significantly improved and all pupils doing extra
curricular activities and learning about the world of work.

Richard Meddings, Chair
Hastings Opportunity Area Board

LITERACY
Literacy is an essential building block for learning. Pupils who achieve
high standards in literacy are more likely to succeed at school, achieve
good qualifications and subsequently progress to a rewarding career. In
Hastings, we are starting to see really significant improvements in how
our children are achieving.

LITERACY

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
LITERACY PROGRAMMES FOR CHILDREN AGED 3-6
Despite children in Hastings in the early years doing well, significant challenges remain in
retaining the improvements that children make in the early years when they enter school. Only
63% of pupils eligible for free school meals (FSM), meeting the expected standard in phonics at
age six compared with 69% of FSM pupils nationally. Since 2018, we are funding a number of
projects to support children’s literacy in the early years. These include:

Improving Language & Literacy Skills for 3-6 year olds
Through the Strategic School Improvement Fund, funding of £250,000 is supporting fourteen
primary schools to deliver a programme to improve language and literacy skills for children
aged 3-6 in Hastings and St Leonards. The project consists of a programme of intensive
training, support and coaching for 2 TAs in each participating school, support and training for
all early years foundation stage teachers in the school around children’s language development
and support for parents.

Early Years Speech, Language and Communication Support
Funding from the Hastings Opportunity Area is enabling the Health Visiting and Children’s Centre
Service to support Early Years settings in the work that they do with children and families with
speech, language and communication difficulties. At present 25 settings are receiving mentoring
and training from a team of Early Communication Support Workers. These workers help the
settings to identify and monitor children, in partnership with parents, who require additional
support for their children’s speech, language and communication development.
They offer bespoke training and ongoing support to practitioners so that all staff have the skills
and confidence to identify children’s speech, language and communication needs and are able to
deliver evidence-based interventions to children and families.

GET HASTINGS READING
The HOA has supported the National Literacy Trust to set up ‘Get Hastings Reading’, a campaign
working with local businesses, schools, colleges, community and cultural organisations to run a
wide range of events and initiatives across the town. Since January 2019 the campaign has:

Launch Event
Local performance poet Lucas Howard (left), toured primary
schools giving writing workshops to 150 children. 800 books
were gifted to pupils and school libraries, 14 schools received
assemblies with story-tellers and speakers and the Rt Hon Amber
Rudd spoke at an event with local partners.

Hastings 100 Reads
‘Get Hastings Reading’ reached out to hundreds of people in
Hastings to collate a list of ‘100 reads’ - the most loved children’s
books in the town, promoted throughout the town.

Literacy Champions
An ongoing programme recruiting volunteers to deliver activities in
schools and communities.

Greg James & Chris Smith Launch Their
New Kid Normal Book in Hastings
BBC Radio 1 superstars Greg James and Chris Smith (left), treated
nearly 600 pupils from 15 Hastings primary schools to a high
energy interactive performance launching their new book ‘Kid
Normal and the Shadow Machine’.

The Lost Words Trail
The Lost Words Trail is a free, interactive treasure hunt running from
May - August 2019, where families search for nature-themed words
around Hastings’ seafront to take part in literacy activities and can
enter a prize draw.

LITERACY

In 2018, the percentage of disadvantaged pupils meeting the expected
standard in reading at KS2 was 53% compared to 51% nationally, a
significant improvement from 2017, when the percentage in Hastings
was 38% compared to 48% nationally.

LITERACY FUND FOR SCHOOLS,
COLLEGES AND EARLY YEARS SETTINGS
Primary
At age five, the proportion of children in Hastings achieving communication and language goals
is above the national average. But from age six, children in Hastings start to fall behind their
peers nationally with disadvantaged pupils falling behind the most.

Secondary
In 2016, at secondary school, 65% of pupils in Hastings achieved a grade C or above in
English, dropping to 48% amongst disadvantaged pupils. This compares to 75%
of pupils nationally.

SINCE 2018 WE HAVE COMMISSIONED

LITERACY FUND OF £250K

Daily Supported Reader and Destination Reader
This project aims to improve the quality of teaching of reading in Year 1 and Key Stage 2 by
implementing Daily Supported Reader and Destination Reader. Funding from the HOA is
supporting it’s implementation in 5 primary schools in Hastings. Its overall aim is to improve
teaching reading and to raise attainment and progress in reading for all pupils, so that more
pupils overall reach the expected standard and acquire a greater depth in reading. Daily
Supported Reading (DSR) is a structured approach, which gives staff the tools to deliver effective
reading support for younger children, primarily in Year 1. Destination Reader can dramatically
improve the reading of Key Stage 2 pupils, whilst making sure no one child is left behind.
Destination Reader actively engenders a love of reading, which will endure throughout
the children’s lives.

Easy Peasy
Easy Peasy is a parenting app for parents and carers of children aged 2 - 6 that encourages
positive play and interaction at home through game ideas. The App will be launched in 11
schools across Hastings, and will provide parents with training workshops and support on how
to use it, alongside providing further home-learning activities that will support language and
communication development.

Mind the Word Gap
The aim of this project is to support children to gain an increased vocabulary and to bridge the
‘word gap’ that many children experience, to improve children’s comprehension skills and fluency
and, as a result, to improve outcomes.

Teacher Training Inset Day
A training day was held in 2018 for teachers across Hastings’ primaries to improve children’s
fluency in reading and comprehension in reception and KS1.

Teaching Assistant Comprehension Training
A training day was held in 2018 to build teaching assistants’ knowledge and skills to teach
reading comprehension for children and young people with SEND.

Real Creative
The aims of this project is to raise early achievement in literacy for a targeted group of three and
four-year old children and their parents and carers across six early years settings in Hastings and
St Leonards. The project aims to implement an evidence-based programme to improve literacy
using the Making it REAL model, developed by the University of Sheffield. REAL Creative sees
early years settings working with artists and creative practitioners, libraries and cultural venues to
help develop children’s creativity and imagination, to increase parent and carers’ confidence to
engage in books and support children’s literacy and language development.

Communication for Learning: SEND
This programme will support the development of a training programme and the development of
resources to support staff in eight schools to meet the needs of SEN pupils with communication
difficulties. Class teachers and TAs in participating schools will access teaching, assessment and
tracking resources and training to enable them to deliver and review Speech and Language
support through class teaching and interventions.

LITERACY

LITERACY

The Hastings Opportunity Area is working with schools across Hastings to improve outcomes for
pupil’s in literacy. This includes a Literacy Fund of £250k that early years settings, schools and
colleges can bid into for projects that will improve literacy, not only in their own school or setting,
but across a number of schools.

MATHS
Good numeracy skills are essential in the workplace and day to day life,
with clear evidence demonstrating that adults with basic numeracy skills
earn higher wages and are more likely to be employed than adults who
lack these skills. However, achievement in Maths is low across all key
stages in Hastings. Our aim is for Hastings to be a centre of excellence
for teaching Maths, and for pupils to achieve Maths results that place
them in the top half of the country at all key stages. In 2016:

OF KEY STAGE 2 LEAVERS
ACHIEVED THE EXPECTED
STANDARD COMPARED WITH

70%

MATHS

NATIONALLY

PUPILS MADE
LESS PROGRESS
IN MATHS THAN THEIR
PEERS NATIONALLY AT
ALL FOUR MAINSTREAM
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN HASTINGS

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
SUPPORTING TEACHING MATHS FOR MASTERY
Teaching ‘Maths for Mastery’ is an evidence-proven approach where fewer topics are covered in
greater depth, emphasising problem solving and mathematical thinking.
• Funding of £250,000 has supported 11 schools in Hastings to take part in an intensive
programme improving how maths is taught, aiming for teachers to become experts
teaching ‘Maths for Mastery’.
• Maths leaders and teachers in each participating school are receiving in depth training,
development sessions, in-school weekly training, coaching and a curriculum map/
programme of study.

THE SUSSEX MATHS HUBS HASTINGS MATHS CONFERENCE JAN 19

STEM
STEM Learning is an education organisation based at the University of York, specialising in
improving teaching in Science, Technology, Engineering, Computer Science and Maths.
Hastings Opportunity Area has organised for five schools to partner with STEM Learning to create
free career professional development courses for teachers and school leaders.
This aims to improve STEM teaching, and offer career incentives to hard working Hastings teachers.

• The HOA has recently agreed funding of over £400,000 to continue this programme
and expand it to Key Stages 1 & 4.

The more times we tackle the same problem from a variety
of angles, the more chance we have of a child who naturally
struggles clicking into gear and discovering their way of
learning. At the same time, it gives those who are able a
deep understanding.

Simon Jupp, Year 5 Teacher,
Ark Castledown Primary School

MATHS

59%

HASTINGS OPPS MATHS CHALLENGES
From summer 2019, the HOA is launching a number of Maths Challenge packages,
developed by industry professionals to create a fun way of engaging children and young
people with maths. These include two primary challenges launching in Summer 19:

Maths Marathon

MATHS

A town-wide challenge, where pupils from all year groups in a primary
school contribute to see how far the school can collectively run. A number of maths-based
challenges will be applied to analysing the distances, and schools can compete
with one another.

Local children, young people, parents, carers, professionals and
volunteers who took part in work to identify the priorities for the
programme highlighted mental health as being the most important
issue for Hastings. Improving mental health and well-being is also a
key priority for the Hastings Youth Council. Many early years settings,
schools and colleges in Hastings are already involved in work to
promote children’s mental health and emotional well-being, and
provide additional targeted support for those children and young
people with emerging mental health and emotional well-being needs.
However, too many children and young people still have to wait too
long to gain additional support when they need this. And for too many
parents and carers, there are no easily accessible sources of support for
them, to enable them to feel more confident and equipped in meeting
the needs of their children.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
I-ROCK

£200K

TO EXPAND I-ROCK

The Sumdog Maths Contest
This invites pupils to practice maths, have fun and compete against other classes and schools
through the online Sumdog game.

i-Rock is an award-winning ‘one stop shop’ offering timely support to young people aged
14- 25 around mental health issues, wellbeing, education, employment and housing.
There are no referrals or appointments required and there is no minimum threshold,
which means anyone can drop in at any time when they feel the need.
The HOA has funded:
• i-Rock to extend its opening hours from 3 to 5 days per week since November 2018,
seeing a rise in the number of young people accessing the service.
• A new core team member since January 2019, with a clinical psychologist and
psychology assistant starting in Summer 2019 to allow the delivery of specific
brief interventions.

MENTAL HEALTH

MENTAL HEALTH

9-14 KEY WORKER SUPPORT SERVICE
A new team of five full-time key workers has been funded to provide support for pupils
aged 9-14 with emerging mental health needs. The team is currently focused on delivering
one-to-one and group work support to children and young people who are in years 5 to 9 in 9
identified schools within Hastings, including all 3 secondary schools and 6 primary schools that
have the highest level of mental health needs.

IN THE FIRST SIX MONTHS THE TEAM HAS DELIVERED 136 ONE ON ONE
INTERVENTIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL PUPILS AND 17 GROUP INTERVENTIONS
THAT HAVE REACHED A TOTAL OF 237 CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE.

IN SCHOOLS
Schools and colleges play a central role in children and young people’s wellbeing. It is therefore
vitally important that they have access to training and support to enable their staff to develop
their skills, confidence and their own resilience, so that they can in turn support children and
young people.
We have provided additional support to schools, so that they can review how well their school is
promoting their pupils’ mental health and emotional well-being and develop a plan for how they
can improve this. We have reviewed, with schools, the results from this work and are now putting
in place a programme of training and support for schools across Hastings. This will include:

Mental Health First Aid Training for Schools

Supporting a ‘Whole School’ Approach

THE REVAMPED OPEN FOR PARENTS WEBSITE IMPROVES ACCESS FOR PARENTS

OPEN FOR PARENTS
East Sussex County Council’s ‘Open for Parents’ team offer a variety of free support for parents
from light-touch one-off support for those facing common struggles, through to specialist
interventions for those families experiencing more entrenched or complex parenting issues. The
HOA has provided funding to extend this service for Hastings so that:

The HOA is funding ‘Boingboing Resilience CIC’, an organisation with expertise in supporting
schools to develop their work to promote children’s mental health and emotional well-being,
to provide an additional 2 days bespoke training and support for each school (depending on
the priorities that schools themselves have identified). This could include a half-day seminar for
all staff to review their whole school approach to promoting children’s mental health and what
additional support they need, so that staff feel confident in implementing this; additional training
around specific mental health or emotional well-being issues or support to develop and deliver
excellent sessions for children and young people or parents.

Training for Primary School Staff
We have also funded ‘Boingboing’, to develop and deliver training in promoting children’s mental
health and emotional well-being in every Hastings primary school who would find this helpful.
This will, again, be based on the needs of each school, but could include training for all staff
within the school.

• Every school in Hastings has a named parenting worker, whose role is to deliver
evidence-based parenting interventions to meet the needs of each school community
• ‘Open for Parents’ can work with Hastings schools to raise awareness of positive
parenting and link parents to local support
• All Hastings parents can access support at key transitional points (when children start
school and when they transition from primary to secondary)
• Schools can have drop-ins and group sessions to provide regular support to parents
in their setting
• Specific parenting issues can be supported, such as: E-Safety, anxiety and teenage
emotions
• Schools can access more specialist support for parents whose children have more
complex needs or who are struggling to meet their needs.

CURRENTLY, THE TEAM IS PROVIDING SUPPORT TO PARENTS IN 17 OF
HASTINGS SCHOOLS.

OVER
£500K

FOR 9-14
KEY WORKER
SERVICE

OVER
£350K

FOR
OPEN FOR
PARENTS

MENTAL HEALTH

MENTAL HEALTH

A free 2-day course for staff in schools that enables them to spot the signs of emerging mental
health problems in their pupils and gives them greater confidence in meeting the needs of pupils
living with mental health issues. We will fund 4 members of staff from each school to attend
the training.

The HOA are also funding a number of specialist training and support
projects. These support practitioners and parents to engage with
children and young people experiencing particular risks to their
emotional wellbeing and mental health. These include:

MENTAL HEALTH

Know Knives
From Sept 2015/17, 73 people between 16-19 were involved in knife-related crime [Police
Crime figures] in East Sussex. #kNOwknives deliver workshops to schools, colleges, community
organisations, parents and carers to educate young people about the risks of carrying a weapon.
The HOA has funded #kNOwknives to operate in Hastings until 2020. Since 2018, they have
delivered workshops to every class in 3 out of 4 secondary schools in Hastings, along with
roadshow style events in local Colleges and local youth provision.

Sexual Risk
The HOA are funding SWIFT to offer support to schools to increase their knowledge and skills
in responding to concerns about harmful sexual behaviour and its impact on their pupils. The
support includes a specialist sexual-risk lead training programme for schools, the issuing of a
protocol which offers guidance on how to respond to incidents of harmful sexual behaviour and
how to manage the risks, as well as offering workshops to improve communication between
parents and their children about safe touch and healthy relationships.

Operation Encompass
Operation Encompass is an initiative that directly connects the police with schools to secure
better outcomes for children who are subject or witness to police-attended incidents of domestic
abuse. Rapid provision of support within the school environment means children are better
safeguarded against the short, medium and long-term effects of domestic abuse.
Operation Encompass provides an efficient, confidential channel of communication between
police forces and Key Adults (Designated Safeguarding Leads), within schools. This enables the
immediate and discreet recognition of the child’s situation, ensuring a secure and sympathetic
environment is provided and the broader effects of abuse are addressed. Operation Encompass
aims to mitigate harm caused through domestic abuse by enabling immediate support, making
a child’s day better and giving them a better tomorrow. The HOA has supported Operation
Encompass in Hastings and St Leonards by providing additional funding to support schools’
response to children involved.

ATTENDANCE
Improving attendance is a key cross-cutting priority for Hastings.
Attendance at primary schools in Hastings is the lowest of all 324 local
authority districts in England and attendance at secondary school
is below national average. Some schools have very high levels of
persistent absence – with pupils missing more than 10 per cent of
school.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
Reasons for poor attendance are varied and sometimes complex which is why we are taking a
multi-faceted approach to support schools to build on the existing work they are already doing:

HASTINGS ATTENDANCE CHARTER
We have launched an Attendance Charter for all schools to sign up to. The aim is that all schools
in Hastings will have a shared approach and common expectations on attendance. This includes
a common approach across all schools to lateness, taking term-time holidays and when action will
be taken for those families whose children are persistently absent from school.
Launched in June 2019, we will bring schools together in November 2019 to review its impact
and we will hold an event in the Summer to celebrate those schools, families and pupils who have
made improvements or those who have maintained good attendance over time.

ATTENDANCE FUND
We have agreed funding of £450k for projects in schools to improve attendance.
These include:
• Key workers in four schools to support families who struggle to get their children to school.
• Two Additional Education Welfare Officers, working across 7 primary schools and 2
secondary schools to train teachers and other school staff in strategies to promote
attendance, in early identification of pupils at risk of low attendance and supporting
families who face significant challenges.
• Funding towards the cost of running school minibuses in four schools to help parents
and carers get their children to school.
• In addition, we have funded the following initiatives in secondary schools:
- Support for alternative provision in two schools for those pupils who find attending
school challenging.
- Additional pastoral support in three schools (social workers, inclusion managers
and learning mentors) to work with pupils and their families who may be
experiencing barriers to attending school regularly.

ATTENDANCE CAMPAIGN
The HOA commissioned the National Social Marketing Centre to develop a positive social
marketing campaign to support improvements in attendance across Hastings. This has involved
research with pupils, families and schools to understand the range of issues impacting on
good attendance.

ATTENDANCE

OTHER
MENTAL HEALTH PROJECTS

BROADENING HORIZONS

BROADENING HORIZONS

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
ACTIVITIES IN THE COMMUNITY
We want all children and young people living in Hastings and St Leonards to have access to
regular high quality enrichment activities. We are funding community groups and organisations to
deliver engaging activities particularly focused in our more disadvantaged communities.

SINCE 2018

2019/2020

WE HAVE AGREED
A FURTHER

£250,000
FUNDING FOR ACTIVITIES
FROM SUMMER 2019
ONWARDS

25

SERVICE PROVIDERS
DELIVERING
ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
ACROSS HASTINGS

In June 2019, the HOA agreed to fund a further 25 community organisations to deliver activities
across Hastings and St Leonards during the Summer and through the next academic year from a
total fund of almost £250,000. These activities will build on the current programme and include
many of the existing providers, such as Education Futures Trust, Culture Shift and In2Play, but also
include an exciting range of new activities, many taking place in areas of disadvantage. These
include projects run by The Source, GAP, Fresh Visions and the Royal Shakespeare Company.

OVER 40

ARTS, MUSIC,
SPORT, OUTDOORS
AND TECH ACTIVITIES
PROVIDED FOR

OVER 1,500

SINCE JUNE
WE HAVE DISTRIBUTED

OVER £230,000
TO SERVICE PROVIDERS

CHILDREN & YOUNG
PEOPLE

Activities have taken place during school holidays as well as sessions on weekends and
evenings during term time. They have included the world renowned ‘Hofesh Shechter Dance
Company’ who have been working with students from all Hastings secondary schools as well as
providing teacher training. Also, Premier League football club ‘Brighton and Hove Albion’s in the
Community’ programme has worked throughout the holidays and evenings at the Firs, providing
football tuition for children.
Other projects include arts activities based at The Electric Palace and Jerwood Gallery. Active
Hastings and the YMCA have provided local or ‘street corner’ activities across the town as the
first stepping stone to engage with activities beyond school. Many of the activities have linked
children to other wider Hastings provisions and in some cases they have developed young
people to learn leadership and employability skills. The Electric Palace Young Film Programmers
project saw one student invited to a Film Camp in Birmingham as part of the Flatpack Festival
whilst another student attended the Independent Cinema Office Young Audiences Screening Day
in Manchester.

CASE STUDY: HOFESH SHECHTER COMPANY
The nationally-acclaimed dance company are running a series of dance and after school
workshops for secondary school students in Hastings. The launch event in the first week of May
2019 was attended by over 60 young people and the summer programme will include 2 hour
weekly workshops for 8 weeks, with 4 full day training sessions and 5 intensive sessions. A final
showcase will take place at Hastings Academy later this summer.

The town is well known as a cultural and creative hub, but many
local children and young people do not access what is on offer.
That’s why our focus will actively engage with children and young
people who don’t usually benefit from enrichment activities.

Graham Peters, Chair of HOA,
Broadening Horizons Working Group

BROADENING HORIZONS

Regular participation in enrichment activities such as music, sport,
the arts and outdoor pursuits help to build social and cultural capital,
develop wider life skills such as resilience, commitment, motivation,
teamwork and communication skills to prepare young people for life
and work.

We are providing support and funding for local schools and colleges
to offer bespoke enrichment activities (such as arts, music, sport,
outdoors and tech activities) to meet the needs of their students. A
particular focus is on children and young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds who might not normally access activities, enabling them
to take part in activities in schools that may in turn, link to activities in
their wider communities.

ALL SCHOOLS
& COLLEGES
IN HASTINGS
ARE TAKING PART IN
THIS PROGRAMME

£350K

HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED
TO SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
TO DELIVER ENRICHMENT
ACTIVITIES SINCE
2018

STEM CLUB

A FURTHER

£400K

IS BEING DISTRIBUTED
TO SCHOOLS TO RUN
FURTHER ACTIVITIES
FROM SEPT 19
ONWARDS
MALLYDAM WOOD

TRAMPOLINING

CASE STUDY: SANDOWN PRIMARY
Sandown school has taken the research statement ‘A child who does not participate in a school
club at primary school is most likely to go through their entire education without ever engaging
in an extra-curricular activity’ and offered an extensive programme to enable all children to have
the opportunity to engage with enrichment activities. To date more than 300 of their 421 pupils
have taken part in activities ranging from chess, Lego, sports, arts and outdoor and adventurous
activities. More than 60% of their disadvantaged and SEND children have taken part in these activities.

CASE STUDY: ROBSACK PRIMARY ACADEMY
This school has used HOA enrichment funding to work towards artsmark status.
Students from across all year groups worked together to create an animation and short video
which was submitted to the ‘Draw Me In’ project, and screened at The Towner Gallery. As part of
the project, children were inspired by Brazilian artist Ana Maria’s ‘Box of Heads’ installation, and
exhibitions at The Jerwood Gallery and The De La Warr Pavillion.

BADGE BONANZA
Badge Bonanza is a web platform enabling young people to sign on and collect digital badges
leading to prizes and certificates for participation in school and Hastings wide activities.
The HOA have worked with a team of young people to design this, with the intention of
motivating and encouraging children to take advantage of enrichment activities already available
to them throughout the town.
The project is being trialled in summer 2019 amongst year sixes, with further roll-outs later in 2019.

BROADENING HORIZONS

BROADENING HORIZONS

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
IN SCHOOLS

HASTINGS GOES TO CANARY WHARF

It is vital for young people to have meaningful encounters with the
world of work, to broaden their understanding of employment sectors,
and create a foundation of belief that these pathways are attainable
to them. Research from the Education and Employers Taskforce shows
that a young person who has four or more encounters with an employer
is 86% less likely to be unemployed or not in education or training, and
can earn up to 18% more during their career.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
The Broadening Horizons strand works closely with the Careers and Enterprise Company (CEC) to
prepare young people for the world of work. In addition to the CEC funded activities in schools,
this year the HOA has offered a number of opportunities including:

CAREER OPPORTUNITY DAY

In June 2019, 120 year nines travelled to Canary Wharf to meet industry professionals.
30 year 9 pupils from each of Hastings secondary schools visited some of the world’s biggest
companies including Barclays, Citi Bank, Clearstream, Fitch Ratings and ANZ. The day included
hands on workshops, tours, motivational speeches and information about apprenticeship
schemes which young people could access in later years.

KIDZANIA TRIP

In October 2018, the HOA set up an annual town wide careers day for Year 10 & 11s from all
secondary schools in Hastings & St Leonards. Young people chose from over 40 different career
focused activities, delivered in settings across the town. They took part in high quality work
related activities, met and engaged with employers, practitioners and professionals and found
out how to work towards entry into that job.
The students exceeded my expectations. Within one
& a half hours they had devised and created their own
logos and branding for a skate wear company!

Andy Willard, Graphic Designer

More than 500 Year fours and fives from ten schools in Hastings & St Leonards visited the awardwinning Kidzania in June 2019. Based in London, Kidzania is an indoor city for children, with
hospitals, tv studios, veterinary clinics, airports and a whole world of careers and activities.

BROADENING HORIZONS

BROADENING HORIZONS

CAREERS

OTHER PROJECTS

YOUNG AMBASSADORS

The Young Ambassadors Launch the 5-12 Fund
at St Leonards CE Primary Academy
In 2018, the HOA funded MyTrust to recruit and support a group of young people, to become
‘Young Ambassadors’ for the project. My Trust has recruited a group of 11-18 year-olds, who
meet weekly and who, in addition to providing advice on the overall programme, are managing
a budget of up to £20,000 to support other young people to develop their own ‘young run’
projects that promote social mobility.
The first project devised and managed by the YAs and Hastings Voluntary Action is a £5,000 fund
where primary school children could apply for up to £400 to pay for an activity. The team:
• Devised the idea entirely themselves, with support from My Trust.
• Worked with a graphic designer to create a website, video & social media campaign
• Gave assemblies at primary schools
• Launched the fund on BBC Southeast News

For up to date information on all of our projects, funds
and latest news please visit our website, follow our social
media and sign up to our newsletter.
HTTPS://HASTINGSOPPORTUNITYAREA.CO.UK/
@HASTINGSOPPS
@OA_HASTINGS
Or to contact us directly, please get in touch via:
HASTINGS.OPPORTUNITYAREA@EDUCATION.GOV.UK

